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This session follows immediately after the previous internet image target, which could pose 
problems but I want to go ahead anyway, the worst that can happen is a poor result. 

The most fun part of these targets is to choose the five words, it is a lot of fun! 

feather orb spider rising angry

Something soft and red and hairy, feels feminine, it is dusty amidst the hairs. It is very fluffy and 
fluffed feathers making it like a plume, and not compact or flat down. There is also a black color 
underneath it. I sense the saliva on my tongue, so we have a living animal. 

A face hides in the feathers, it hides its own eyes in the safey of the red hairs. The throat is swollen 
and bulges outward, it pushes its throat forward and opens its mouth and bulges the tongue. 
Feminine, this target it feels very feminine. There is urine at the bottom of this animal. It is very 
dusty around here, a gray dust. The tongue is bulged and is shown on purpose from the open 
mouth. There is a feeling of calm and dignity. It turns its head around while the head leans sideways 
and makes an elegant swift slow motion of the head curved inward. These red feathers are hairs on 
the head of this animal. It feels also less cold due to these feathers. It hides its round eyes under the 
feathers for a feeling of both privacy and safety. The dust is going into my nose, it is very dusty here. 
There is pee, urine of the animal underneath the animal. The animal is black on the center on the 
inside. 

The target has feathers and is an animal so I guess it to be a bird with red feathers. 

I have not probed the elements or done a secondary stage, I am still worried about if I have to RV 
these internet targets fast before for some reason the internet algoritm would change what pictures 
would show up, or would that even matter? 

Feedback: The target is a spider in a web. There are no feathers on the image, no bulging throat, no 
tongue, there is no bird on the image, the target is a spider. I grade this session with an F. (All four 
images on first row, now that I see them, are of spiders.) 

Image web link https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4788040/spider-preys-birds-makes-way-
woman-s-arm.html
Image link https://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2017/08/14/07/433E235400000578-4788040-image-



m-129_1502693941210.jpg

It is rude to say it at this stage, but I did have impressions of the body of a black spider on the black 
color element, I kept that out of the report since I am being sloppy and logic I presume is what 
makes a remote viewer to not put impressions into the report. For future reference I need to not 
withhold anything (when I do more thorough work I am less likely or even unlikely to withhold 
anything from report) and I need to do the secondary stage and not be so stressed on time. I can do 
sets that are quick and other sets that are thorough and compare the results to see whether the 
internet image procedure requires me to work fast or if the thorough sessions also have as good or 
better results as the quick ones. 

But the red feathers is wrong, as were many other impressions and elements. 

11:16 PM End session and notes. 


